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The acoustic features useful for converting auditory information into perceived
objects are poorly understood. Although auditory cortex neurons have been
described as being narrowly tuned and preferentially responsive to narrowband
signals, naturally occurring sounds are generally wideband with unique spectral
energy profiles. Through the use of parametric wideband acoustic stimuli, we
found that such neurons in awake marmoset monkeys respond vigorously to
wideband sounds having complex spectral shapes, preferring stimuli of either
high or low spectral contrast. Low contrast–preferring neurons cannot be stud-
ied thoroughly with narrowband stimuli and have not been previously de-
scribed. These findings indicate that spectral contrast reflects an important
stimulus decomposition in auditory cortex and may contribute to the recog-
nition of acoustic objects.

Sensory information in the brain undergoes
considerable transformation at successive
stages of the ascending sensory pathway.
Fruitful investigation of sensorineural circuit-
ry and of theoretical coding implications such
as optimality and sparseness (1–4) requires a
basic understanding of stimulus representa-
tion throughout the sensory pathway. Studies
of mammalian auditory brainstem circuitry

have revealed parallel projections impor-
tant for both sound localization and general
acoustic feature extraction (5, 6 ), yet sound
representation at higher levels of the audi-
tory system remains unclear, except in the
case of certain specialized mammals, such
as echolocating bats (7, 8). Researchers
have yet to identify stimulus classes
demonstrably superior for characterizing
the auditory cortex (AC) of less unspecial-
ized mammals.

AC experiments employing tones and
bandpass noise have emphasized neuronal
bandwidth and related stimulus specificity
(9–11). Naturally occurring sounds, howev-
er, tend to be wideband and have unique

spectral profiles (sound-level distribution
across frequency) important for recognition,
such as the formant structure of vowels and
the spectral patterns of species-specific pri-
mate vocalizations (12, 13). We thus asked
whether AC neurons exhibit particular pat-
terns of spectral profile specificity relevant to
the perception of naturalistic complex
sounds. For this purpose, we used random-
spectrum stimuli (RSS) (14), a class of para-
metric wideband stimuli (Fig. 1, A to D)
capable of driving neurons in multiple corti-
cal fields. RSS sets were used to construct
estimates of tuning called linear spectral
weighting functions (WFs) (15). In contrast
to the traditional tone-measured frequency
response area (FRA) of an AC neuron (Fig.
1E), the RSS WF maintains a relatively con-
stant shape as a function of mean sound level,
although its magnitude can vary (Fig. 1F).
RSS sets and other multifrequency stimuli
produce this same result throughout the au-
ditory system (16–19), thus providing robust
estimates of frequency tuning, including
characteristic frequency (CF) and excitatory
bandwidth.

The neuron in Fig. 1 responded well to
pure tones at the appropriate frequency and
sound level, two stimulus parameters known
to affect response in AC (Fig. 1G). RSS
spiking patterns typically become more sus-
tained for stimuli with spectral profiles more
similar to the shape of the WF (Fig. 1H). This
neuron exhibited even greater sustained spik-
ing character for tones well above its sound-
level threshold of 80 dB attenuation and for
RSS of higher contrast. The lack of substan-
tial spontaneous spiking activity (median �
1.74 spikes/s; n � 90 neurons) is common in
well-isolated AC neurons, particularly in su-
pragranular layers. To study spectral profile
coding trends, we systematically varied the
contrast and level of optimal linear stimuli
(OLS) for 90 neurons in the bilateral auditory
cortices of two awake marmoset monkeys
(Callithrix jacchus) (20). WFs computed
from different time bins of the RSS responses
resemble one another (21) (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Responses to RSS. (A to D) Four RSS in a set containing 83 stimuli with spectral contrast of
10 dB SD (dotted lines). (E) FRA of AC neuron computed with pure tones of differing level/
frequency combinations. Driven rate is computed over entire stimulus duration. Atten, attenuation;
sp, spikes. (F) RSS WFs were computed at various mean sound levels from 83 stimuli. Shape but not
magnitude of WF remains constant. (G and H) Raster plots of action potentials (spikes) in response
to tones at 70 dB attenuation and to RSS at 80 dB attenuation (arrows in E and F). Shaded areas
represent stimulus duration.
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Fig. 2. WF shape remains relatively constant
throughout stimulus duration. Shown is mean
WF similarity � 100 ms (n � 90 neurons) and
� 100 ms (n � 22 neurons).
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Figure 3A shows the tuning of the neuron
in Fig. 1 to tones and RSS, and Fig. 3B shows
its OLS at different spectral contrast values.
In the rate-level curves of Fig. 3C and the
rate-contrast curves of Fig. 3D, this neuron
can be seen to prefer high-contrast stimuli
(22). Conversely, Fig. 3E shows a neuron
with no response to tones at any frequency or
sound level, although it did respond both to
bandpass noise (BPN) of appropriate band-
width and to RSS. When OLS at various
contrasts (Fig. 3F) were delivered to the neu-
ron, no sound level could be found at the
highest contrast that elicited a vigorous re-
sponse (Fig. 3G), yielding a nonmonotonic
rate-contrast curve (Fig. 3H). Such a response
pattern seems counterintuitive: High-contrast
OLS contain more energy at the neuron’s
excitatory frequencies and less at its inhibi-
tory frequencies than do low-contrast stimuli,
yet the neuron prefers low to high contrast.
This nonlinear behavior accounts for the neu-
ron’s preferential response to BPN (low local
contrast) over tones (high contrast) without
explicitly invoking arguments pertaining to
neuronal bandwidth.

Rate-contrast curves are shown in Fig. 4A
for high-contrast neurons and in Fig. 4B for
low-contrast neurons. The population mean
curve for each group can be seen in Fig. 4C,
as well as histograms of contrast values at
maximum response (rate-contrast peaks) in
Fig. 4D. High-contrast neurons, on average,
exhibit monotonic rate-contrast curves,
whereas low-contrast neurons exhibit non-
monotonic curves with lower rates overall.
The mean rate-level curve for each group can

Fig. 3. Two opposite responses
to spectral contrast. (A) Tuning
of the neuron in Fig. 1 to tones
(‚) as compared with RSS WF
(● ). (B) The WF was converted
into OLS over several spectral
contrast values (5 to 20 dB SD).
Stimulus spectra were smoothed
for illustration only. (C) Rate-
level response curves for the four
stimuli in (B). Lowest contrast
elicited least response; highest
contrast, greatest. Threshold
shifts commonly occur as con-
trast is varied. (D) The peak rates
from the rate-level curves in (C)
(filled symbols) are plotted
against stimulus contrast to pro-
duce a monotonic rate-contrast
curve. (E) Tuning of another neu-
ron to tones (‚), 0.4-octave BPN
(e), and RSS WF (● ). (F)
Smoothed spectra of OLS at con-
trast values of 0 to 20 dB SD. (G)
Rate-level curves showing de-
creased responsiveness at the
highest contrasts. (H) Rate-con-
trast curve revealing nonmono-
tonic characteristics.

Fig. 4. Population responses to spectral contrast. (A and B) Rate-contrast curves for 54 high- (blue) and
36 low- (green) contrast neurons. (C) Mean rate-contrast curves for high- and low-contrast neurons.
Error bars show standard error of the mean (SEM). (D) Percentage of neurons whose rate-contrast peaks
occurred at the given contrast values. (E) Mean� SEM rate-level curves showing lower thresholds and
higher rates for high- than for low-contrast neurons but similar shapes. (F) Percentage of neurons
whose rate-level peaks occurred at the given sound levels. Magnitude of contrast preference (max
absolute rate-contrast slope with sign preserved) are shown as a function of (G) CF and (H)
orthogonal distance lateral to the lateral sulcus and (I) as a histogram.

Fig. 5. Canonical responses to spectral contrast.
This coding scheme reflects complex multifre-
quency signal integration that cannot be pre-
dicted from frequency tuning alone. spont,
spontaneous discharge rate.
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be seen in Fig. 4E to be nonmonotonic for
each type of neuron, although high-contrast
neurons tend to have lower thresholds and
spike at higher rates than do low-contrast
neurons. Histograms reflecting the levels at
the peaks of the rate-level curves (Fig. 4F)
reveal no clear differences between the two
types of neurons.

A neuron is classified as high- or low-
contrast by the sign of the greatest absolute
slope of its rate-contrast curve. A plot of
these slopes against CF (Fig. 4G) reveals that
contrast preference has no apparent depen-
dence on CF and consequently no apparent
topographical distribution parallel to the lat-
eral sulcus (23). On the other hand, a plot of
the slopes against distance perpendicular to
the lateral sulcus (Fig. 4H) reveals a potential
tendency toward low-contrast neurons later-
ally (correlation coefficient of 0.20), which
corresponds to the lateral belt area of AC.
The distribution of contrast preferences ap-
pears to be unimodal and to peak around 0
(Fig. 4I), although as can be seen in Fig. 4, A
and B, neurons with high maximum rates
tend to have strong contrast preferences.

It has been suggested that the noise-prefer-
ring neurons of the lateral belt area exhibit
bandwidth preferences (9), but such responses
can be accounted for by contrast preference
alone. At all CFs, AC neurons can be found that
display either high- or low-contrast preference,
implying that the full range of contrast prefer-
ences exists at all audible frequencies in mar-
mosets (24). Because this range of CFs in-
cludes the frequencies of marmoset vocaliza-
tion as well as head-related transfer function
notches, contrast specificity may contribute to
both sound recognition and localization. Neu-
rons in the lateral belt area display a slightly
greater propensity for low-contrast prefer-
ence than do neurons in the A1 region, sug-
gesting that contrast specificity could vary
among cortical fields.

Contrast specificity appears to reflect a con-
tinuum of responses rather than two distinct
classes; nevertheless, canonical responses of
both types can be depicted (Fig. 5). High-con-
trast neurons respond poorly to or are inhibited

by low-contrast stimuli and respond well to
high-contrast stimuli. Low-contrast neurons re-
spond poorly to or are inhibited by high-con-
trast stimuli, may respond moderately well to
flat-spectrum stimuli (such as wideband noise),
but respond best to stimuli of low contrast and
appropriate spectra. High-contrast neurons may
be modeled effectively as linear filters (25–28);
low-contrast preference, on the other hand, re-
flects a nonlinear selectivity to wideband spec-
tral profile. This finding holds strong implica-
tions for the neuronal coding of complex wide-
band stimuli such as animal vocalizations and
human speech. Low-contrast neurons may be
particularly useful for acoustic pattern recogni-
tion in background noise or when multiple
competing signals are present (29).
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